then the vexed question of the remuneration proper for nurses supplied to the public by institutions is raised, Most of these nurses earn from two to three guineas a-week, while the salary they receive seldom exceeds ?30 a-year. The contention is that the institution levies too large a commission, and that though the sisterhood or hospital may be a worthy object of charity, still it [is hard for the nurses to be forced to hand over to it a half of their incomes. It is certain that some of the private associations for supplying nurses have considerably benefited their founders, but from a purely business point of view this must be expected. The founder provided the capital and took all risks, and he expects a certain return. Then those who are connected with a sisterhood are supposed to devote their lives to charity and to be content with comparative poverty. Turning to the hospitals which now supply nurses for private cases, we find that their argument is that they have trained these women ;ind actually paid them to learn, and that their surplus earnings for a few years after they are competent are only the due of the hospital. A probationer gets ?10 or ?12 during her first year for being of very little use, and her keep costs at least 10?. a week, not counting her share of rent, rates, taxes, wear and tear. When she joins the private staff she receives ?30 a-year, her washing and travelling expenses, and her uniform. In the intervals between one case and another she is housed and fed ; and above all, her work is found for her, and she is saved worry and bother. Many a nurse who has started on her own acconnt has found that her larger earnings were more than balanced by her increased expenses ; and that while waiting for a fresh case she spent all received from her last patient. Institutions in connexion with the hospitals are all of recent date, and so far cannot have much more than covered the initial expenses which attend all new undertakings. Whether in the future they will see their way to having a staff of extra-mural nurses who will receive their own earnings and only pay a commission to the hospital is another thing. Such a scheme ought to be possible here, for it is common in many American towns.
We gave an account of the directory of such an association in last week's issue. 
